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PATTAYA

WASHINGTON DC

There’s much more to see than the White House in the USA’s capital city.

Play

Entry is free to all 163 acres
of Smithsonian’s National
Zoo. Snap a photo with the
lion statues at the entrance
gate, grab a free activity
sheet and head inside to meet
giant pandas, elephants,
gorillas and more. Check the
daily schedule of activities,
which often include fish
feeding, keeper talks, seal
demonstrations, carousel
rides and a tide pool.
nationalzoo.si.edu
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Eat

After your morning at the zoo,
head over the road to Duke’s
Counter on Connecticut
Avenue, Lebanese Taverna
near the metro station, or
Baked by Yael for a fresh
cookie, bagel or cake pop.
Somewhat of an institution,
Shake Shack has several
outlets in D.C. selling their
much-loved hotdogs, burgers
and milkshakes.

Sleep

Stay close to all the action
in Scott Circle at The
Darcy hotel. While you’re
there, kids can check out a
complimentary backpack
that’s both fun and
educational. Through each of
the five daypacks (Mini Monet,
Hip Historian, Wild in the City,
Darcy Detective and shoot for
the stars) kids get to know
different aspects of the city.
At the end of the day, with
their “mission” completed,
kids return the backpack for a
special surprise.
thedarcyhotel.com

Do

Play

Ever wondered what a day
in the life of a spy is like?
At the International Spy
Museum you can explore the
art and science of spying.
From human intelligence
gathering to the evolution
of imagery and signals
collection methods. Kids who
love to problem solve will
enjoy the stories of solving
international intelligence
problems and through a series
of mind games.
spymuseum.org

Cartoon Network Amazone
is the world’s first cartoon
themed water park. There
are 10 cartoon-themed
entertainment zones and
over 25 rides. Don’t miss your
chance to surf at the only Flow
Rider in Pattaya or take in one
of the many live shows each
day. For some tasty time out,
head to Dexter’s Laboratory
to create your own gelato
sensation.
cartoonnetworkamazone.com



Eat

Inspired by a tea factory in
Sri Lanka, at A La Campagne
serves western cuisine and
there’s a wide range of teas,
imported from 8 countries
to taste. The kids can feed
the farm animals and collect
free range eggs. The Hedvig
playground includes a tree
house to explore and a
climbing net. Or you can take
part in a veggie workshop
designed for kids to learn
about food sources through
all their senses.
alacampagnepattaya.com

Thailand’s family-friendly resort coast,
just 75 minutes from Bangkok

Sleep

Mövenpick Siam Hotel Na
Jomtien Pattaya is a 5-star
hotel located 15km from
the city centre. The city’s
biggest attractions are easily
accessible and guests have
direct access to the beach..
For families with younger kids
there’s The Little Bird’s Club
and you can pre-order cots,
baby baths and high chairs to
use. And there are panoramic
sea views from all rooms.
movenpick.com/en/asia/
thailand/pattaya

Do

Take a walk through the Four
Regions Floating Market.
The 100,000 square metre
market is divided into four
sections; each representing
the four regions of the Thai
Kingdom – north, northeast,
central and south – and selling
products from their respective
regions. You’ll find street
performers and agriculture
demonstrations. The market is
open daily from 9am to 8pm.
au.tourismthailand.org/
Attraction/Pattaya-FloatingMarket--6784
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